RANCH RODEO
Registration Form
The Ranch Rodeo will be held on Thursday, August 3rd , 2017 on the Woodbury County Fairgrounds at
7:00 p.m. All teams are asked to attend the mandatory contestant meeting near the crows nest
approximately 30 minutes prior to the Grand Entry. All teams are required to participate in the opening
ceremony as Team names and Riders will be announced before the Grand Entry and National Anthem.
There will be a five second penalty added to the first event time for each team member that does not
attend the contestant meeting and the Grand Entry. Please see attached rules prior to the event. Please
be advised that western arena attire is to be worn and teams should make an attempt to wear a like
color long sleeve shirt, they do not need to match, which will help distinguish teams when competing
against others in the arena. You are required to provide all needed equipment to compete. We will
have tie ropes available for the Muggin’ event but you are encouraged to bring your own.
There will be a 10 team limit with the total entry of $400.00 per team or $100.00 a man. You must have
a full team to compete. All ability level of riders are accepted. The payout schedule will be as follows:
10 teams at $400.00 = $4,000.00, plus added money $1,500.00 for a total of $5,500.00. A Per Event
payout for Fast Time will be $50.00 per man or $200.00 a team in each event for a total of $800.00.
Which leaves $4,700 (payout schedule is 50%, 30 %,20%) to be paid to the top three teams. 1st pays
$2350.00/2nd pays $1,410.00/3rd pays $940.00. Currently we have 8 teams and the payout is as follows: 8 teams at $400.00 = $3,200.00 plus $1,500.00 for a total of $4,700.00. A Per Event payout for
Fast Time will be $50.00 per man or $200.00 a team in each event for a total of $800.00. Which leaves
$3,900.00 (payout schedule is 50%, 30%, 20%) to be paid to the top three teams. 1st pays
$1,950.00/2nd pays $1,170.00/3rd $780.00. There will be a bonus event for the Five/Seven teams out of
the average which will pay $600.00 to the winning team. The event will be announced during the Ranch
Rodeo.
Please complete the following portion and email the form to jjbeaver80@gmail.com at your earliest
convince. The team name will be announced at the Rodeo. The team captain will be the main contact
for updates and future communication.

Team Name____________________________
Team Members
Please list first and last name.

Team Captain:________________________________

Team members town of residence.

Team members phone number and
email.

RANCH RODEO
Events & Rules

Ranch Penning











Time starts when sorter(s) cross the line.
There is one designated sorter in the herd at all times. Three herd holders must be
behind the sorting line, a 30 second penalty will be added to teams if herd holders cross
the sorting line.
No loping in the herd. No roughing the cattle
Team members may cross the line.
Announcer will draw a number and call the designated number out as the team approaches the entry line.
The sorter will sort the called number and the next 2 consecutive numbered cattle out of
the herd and get them across the line in numerical order.
If calves do not come across the sorting line in correct order, results in a “no time.”
If any sorted animals come back across the sorting line it results in a “no time.”
Time stops once the sorter and all designated calves are crossed the time line. Sorters
must be mounted.
3 minute time limit– A 30 second whistle will be in affect and will be blown when they
are at the 2 minutes 30 seconds.

Head to Head Single Mugging 











All team members must be mounted and behind the starting line.
2 steers will be released into the arena. No loop limit per steer.
Time will start once the cowboys cross the starting line and flag is dropped.
Both steers have to cross their chalk line before they are roped.
Steers must be caught with a head loop before they can be healed or mugged.
Team must tie any three legs, remove all other ropes, and remount.
Their will be separate judges for each team in the arena.
Time will stop once all team members are mounted on one of their team members
horses back (Double Riders are prohibited.) Mounted means facing forward both legs
over the saddle one leg on each side of the horse.
After time is called you must remove your own ropes.
3 minute time limit– A 30 second whistle will be in affect and will be blown when they
are at the 2 minutes 30 seconds.

Each Team will have a different steer for the event.

RANCH RODEO
Events & Rules

Trailer Loading










All team members must be mounted and behind the starting line.
Time will start when the flag is dropped after the first rider crosses the starting line.
The steer must cross his chalk line before roped. One steer will be dumped at a time. The
steer will be standing near the bucking chutes, sorting line, roper and riders may push the
steer out across the line and then throw their loops.
Steer must be caught with a legal horn catch (Slick Horn).
Once roped steer must be loaded on the trailer, ropes removed, and all gates closed and
latched.
Time will stop once all team members are mounted on one of their team members horses
back (Double Riders are prohibited.) Mounted means facing forward both legs over the
saddle one leg on each side of the horse.
There is not a limit on how many ropes are on the steer at one time.
3 minute time limit– A 30 second whistle will be in affect and will be blown when they are
at the 2 minutes 30 seconds.

Arena Race with Trailer








All team members must be in the seated chairs at the front of the pick-up.
Time will start when the horn goes off. Each team will have a color coded baton.
The first rider will start the race and must pass the baton within the designated space
behind the trailer door before the second rider may take-off.
Each team will follow the same rule on passing the baton. There will be a 5 second
penalty if the handoff is not between the designated area. There will be 5 seconds
penalty if a cone is missed.
Horses must be loaded in the trailer– Rider must be dismounted to load the horse back
into trailer, team will be disqualified if this rule is not adhered to. Trailer doors must me
closed and Riders must be back in the designated chairs for the flag to be dropped and
time to stop.
Time will stop when all cowboys are seated in the chairs in the front of the pickup The
pick-up and trailer will be staged in the arena and must remain as set before the event
starts.

There will be two judges in the arena at all times, there will be one main timer for each judge with one
backup timer for each judge. The event rules will be read to the crowd before the event begins. The Arena
Director has the final say in contested decisions. Please be advised that we are excited to offer a family
friendly event on one of the greatest stages… Please be safe, practice positive sportsmanship, and have fun.
-Ranch Rodeo Committee, WCF 2017
Jamie Beaver, Joe Casper, Scott Herbold, Bryan Mesz, Bob Rounds

